The Biblical Flood: Global Warming & Bush’s Harvest
by William W Morgan
The big problem with global Warming is the “unknown factor”. What will happen where and how
much. I do not believe there is now any question that
temperatures are rising, seas will rise, there will be
ice storms, desertificaton and many other unpleasant
thngs.
But there is one very major and critical thing that
is known. Somethng having profound importance
for our specie. At some time we could reach a point
where a process will start the we can not stop. And
we will become extinct, No recourse.
Such as the melting of the methane hydrates at the
bottom of the oeceans. Releasing tens of billions of
tons of methane into the atmosphere. Casuing temperature to rise to a point not seen in 4 billion years.
All life as we know it will be incinerated.

As reviewed by New York Times best-selling
author Ellen Tanner Marsh:
“Morgan focuses on global warming… [and]
the damage that has been orchestrated by the
Bush administration… Global Dumbing, as he
calls it, is simply our failure to think and to solve
our societal problems… Why, he asks, do we have
a social system that does not allow us to solve
any of our great problems? … Fierce, angry and
provocative, Morgan argues for us to gently disengage from political systems… Brilliantly stated,
this is a book that just could change the world”.

There is another consideration of equal magnitude
and importance. That is Global Dumbing. The societal system that has not allowed us to solve even one
of our societal systems. A societal system based on
coercion.
A system under which we can not make healthcare, pension or school system work. End poverty,
famine & unemployment. Stop crime and wars that
kill tens of millions of people. This tells us that we
must get rid of our societal system based on politics.
That Global Warming is too important to be left to
politics and the “public” sector.
If we do not change to a rational and durable societal system, this alone will make us extinct within
a hundred years or less. About the same time scale as
Global Warming…?
Thus, that we must first change to a rational and
durable societal system before we can hope to solve
the problems related to Global Warming.
There are many uncertainties. Yet there are two
certainties: because of the unertainties, we could suddenly reach a point of no return. With nothing we
could do prevent us from extinction. The other certainty is that we will become extinct if we continue
emissions at the current level.
Therefore, we must adopt a maximum individual “carbon footprint” that will result in total
emissions being what they were in, say, 1960? Under penalty of certain extinction.
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Global Warming

With credit to Dr. David Travis, we know of the problem of Global Dimming lurking behind Global
Warming. The phenomenon that had prevented us from seeing the real amount of global warming.
This has its equivalent in our societal system, the problem of Global Dumbing. As described following
under “Our Societal System”

Known

Unknown

Seas will rise
How much and when
Desertifiction and flooding
How much, where nnd when
Ice storms and hurricanes
Where and when
Methane hydrates will melt and we will have
At what atmospheric and/or ocean temperature
reached a point of no-return. With temperatures will this occur, and what calendar date.
reaching a point not seen for 4 billion years. All life
except perhaps single cell creatures will become extinct.
When, not if, this will occur.
The resulting societal disorder will advance from
uncontrolled to uncontrollable.

Our Societal System

As Global Warming carries its hidden problem of Global Dimming, our societal system has its hidden
problem of Global Dumbing. Our ignorance related to the truth and reality of our societal system. The one
under which we have never solved one of our basic societal problems
And it is this problem of Global Dumbing that will mitigate against our ability to solve the societal
problems that will result from the effects of Global Warming.

Known

Unknown

With this system we have failed to solve any of
our societal problems.
We must change to a societal system where each
individual is in sole and total control of their own
life, has true job security and assumes responsibility
for the results of their own life.

When will our societal system self-destruct?
What is unknown is both if and when this change
will occur

Solution
Global Warming

Our Societal System

Job Security
Total control over indivdual life
Individual responsibility for human action

Methane hydrate melting would be a terminal,
irreversible situation.
With a safety factor, we must establish an
atmospheric temperature and associated CO2 ppm
figure that will prevent this. And conform to it under
penalty of death for the specie

Individuals, assuming responsibility for their own life, must conform to the “carbon footprint” that will
ensure staying within the total maximum allowable CO2 atmospheric levels
Which can not be accomplished with our present societal system
Ask anyone except a politician, “political scientist” or someone with an advanced degree if our present
societal system really works. Is your life becoming steadily better or worse?

